
Kirgistan Rundreise mit Motorrad: eine Individualreise 
11 Tage / 10 Übernachtungen

Gerolstein, 03.05.2024

Route

Reiseverlauf
1. Tag    FLUG NACH BISHKEK
Individualreise nach Bishkek , (0x F / 0x M / 0x A)

2. Tag    BISCHKEK - KOCHKOR
AM. Arriving to Bishkek early in the morning. Transfer to the hotel. Rest until 11.00AM. Late breakfast. Pick up motorbikes and meeting with mechanic.

PM. Transfer to Kochkor village by paved good condition road. Stop for lunch on the way in Boom canyon. Clients pay for lunch on the spot. Accommodation and dinner in the
guesthouse.
(260 km) (B/-/D)
Inbegriffene Mahlzeiten: Frühstück, Mittag- und Abendessen , (1x F / 0x M / 1x A)

3. Tag    KOCHKOR - SON KUL
After breakfast ride across KalmakAshuuPass (3270 m) and  ride down to Son-Kul lake. Son-Kul is a mountain lake in the Central Tian-Shan range, virtually in the centre of
Kyrgyzstan. At an altitude of 3016m above sea level. 29km long and 18km wide and a maximum depth of 13.2m - it is Kyrgyzstan 's second largest lake. It is situated on a treeless, high
mountain plateau, and is surrounded by lush mountain meadows (jailoo). Yurts, round felt tents over a wooden frame are the typical nomadic dwelling found throughout Central Asia,
you will see several scattered throughout the plain.Lunch in the yurt camp. Optionally horse riding or walking excursion in the afternoon. If clients interesting it will be possible to
organize the Kyrgyz Horse games for additional payment. Dinner and overnight in the Yurt camp. (120 km)(B/L/D)
Unterkunft in der traditionellen kirgisischen Wohnung namens Jurte (2 Personen in einer Jurte).

Note: Accommodation in yurt camp is very simple. In each yurt will stay 4 people. Toilet and washing facilities outside. , (1x F / 1x M / 1x A)

4. Tag    SON KUL - TASH RABAT
After breakfast transfer to Tash Rabat. Crossing Moldo-Ashuu Pas (3250 m) and drive down to the Naryn River. From here continue to Baetov village at the foot of Beurailu Pass. Driving
over 2 passes: Beurailu (3380 m) and Kulak-Ashuu (3400 m). Lowest point between passes situated on around 2800 m above sea level. From the top of Beurailu Pass opens nice view
to valley of Naryn River. Arriving to Tash-Rabat. Visit Tash-Rabat caravan-saray. Free time for walking on surroundings. Dinner and overnight in yurta camp. (240 km)(B/Lunchbox/D)
Note: Accommodation in yurt camp is very simple. In each yurt will stay 4 people. Toilet and washing facilities outside. (B/L/D)

, (1x F / 0x M / 0x A)

5. Tag    TASH RABAT - NARYN
Visit Tash-Rabat caravan-saray. Free time for walking on surroundings. Optionally is possible to do horse riding for half a day. Lunch in yurta camp. Drive on road A365 to Naryn. Most
of the road is paved. Dinner and overnight in Khan-Tengri Hotel. (around 120 km) (B/L/D) , (0x F / 0x M / 0x A)

6. Tag    NARYN - TOSOR
After breakfast transfer to Tamga through Tosor pass is situated on Terskey Ala-Too mountain range at the altitude of 3893 m. Through it was paved a road connecting Issyk-Kul and
Naryn regions. Standing high on the pass you can feel the sense of serenity, and it seems as if mountains are breathing nearby. On the way to the pass stands the village Tosor and the
site of ancient people, where they presumably made different tools. Dinner and overnight in the yurt camp in Tosor on the shore of Issyk-Kul lake. (220 km) (B/Lunchbox/D) Note: Most
of the road is gravel and requires good driving skills on narrow mountain roads, river and stone fields crossing. , (0x F / 0x M / 0x A)

7. Tag    TAMGA - BARSKOON BERG PLATO - KARAKOL
AM. After breakfast transfer along the Barskoon gorge up tomountain pass Ala-Bel (3200). Picnic for lunch on the view point to snow covered mountains of Central Tien-Shan.Transfer
to Karakol in the afternoon. Dinner Overnight in Amir or Green Yard hotel. (B/Picnic for lunch/D)
Note: Half of the road is gravel and requires good driving skills on narrow mountain roads, river and stone fields crossing. Half of the road is paved. , (0x F / 0x M / 0x A)

8. Tag    KARAKOL - KARAKA - ECHKILITASH - KARAKOL
Early breakfast. Day driving radial trip. The paved road goes until Karkara valley first, after is gravel road deep to the Karkara gorge, crossing Kyzyl-Moinok Pass (3170 m) and down to
the military zone in Eachkilitash. Picnic for lunch. Transfer to Karakol via Chon-Ashuu pass (3220 m). Dinner in Uigur family. Overnight stay at the hotel. (250 km) , (0x F / 0x M / 0x A)
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9. Tag    KARAKOL - CHOLPON ATA
After breakfast transfer to Cholpon-Ata. We drive to the Issyk-Kul Lake, the second largest alpine lake in the world after Lake Titicaca in South America located on altitude 1606 meters
above sea level. On the way we will visit Grigoriev and Semenov Valleys.Grigoriev’s and Semenov’s Gorges   – are picturesque gorges of the Issyk-Kul region. Relic Tian-Shan spruces
tower on the slopes of the mountains, on the bottom of the gorges glacial crystal-clear water is rushing. The air is filled with aromas of mountain herbs. In that day you will visit so
called “Stone garden” or Cholpon-Ata Petroglyphs site, the temple in the open air of the Scythians and the Hung suns civilizations dated back 9-8 centuries BC till 3-4 centuries AD. The
area of those stone drawing lies at the foot of KungeiAlatau Ridge with a beautiful view of the whole lake. Dinner and overnight in Karven or Raduga resort. (140 km) (B/Lunchbox/D) ,
(0x F / 0x M / 0x A)

10. Tag    CHOLPON ATA - BISCHKEK
After breakfast transfer to Bishkek.Lunch on the way. Clients pay directly in the café. Dinner in a local restaurant. Optionally during the dinner Kyrgyz folklore show.Overnight in a hotel
Asia Mountains. (300 km) (B/-/D) , (0x F / 0x M / 0x A)

11. Tag    TRANSFER ZUM FLUGHAFEN
Transfer zum Flughafen und Heimreise (B/-/-) , (1x F / 0x M / 0x A)

F = Frühstück  M = Mittagessen  A = Abendessen

TERMINE UND PREISE

von bis Plätze Preis in €

01.07.2024 15.09.2024 ✔ 2.450 €

Viele =✔  Wenige =!  keine = ✗

Enthaltene Leistungen :
- Minibus for the meeting at the airport in Day 2 and transfer to the airport in Day 11
- Escorting support car 4x4 with cart for motorbikes
- Double/twin room accommodation in hotels/guesthouses/local houses
- Four people accommodation in yurtacamps on Son-Kul, Tash-Rabat and Tosor
- English-speaking guide (escorting in the support car)
- Meal based on full board from Day 3 to Day9
- Meal based on half board in Day 2 and Day 10
- Mineral water (1L per day per person)
- Mechanic and support car
- Entrance fee
- Rent fee for motorbikes (including insurance for trip days)
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Nicht enthaltene Leistungen :
- Single room accommodation (available only in Bishkek, Issyk-Kul, Karakol, Naryn)
- Full board in Day 2 and Day 10
- Alcohol and soft drinks
- Horses for riding
- Visa for Kyrgyzstan
- Porter service at airport and hotels
- International flight tickets
- Deposit for motorbikes
- Fuel for motorbikes
- Eagle hunting show
- Boat excursion on Issyk-Kul
- Folklore program in Bishkek
- Kyrgyz horse games on Song-Kul
- Supplementpayments:
- Deposit for motorbikes – 500 USD per motorbike for tour (should be paid cash when renting car)
- English speaking guide on motorbike is 1400 USD for the program
- Single supplement in hotels and guesthouses – 132 USD per person
- Boat excursion (1 hour) – 140 USD for group
- Eagle hunting show - 130 USD for group
- Fuel for the motorbikes around 100 USD per bike
- Horses for riding on Son-Kul is 15 USD per horse (3-4 hours)
- Supplement for full board in Day 2 and Day 10 is 20 USD per person
- Supplement for Kyrgyz folklore program is 80 USD for the group
- Supplement for Kyrgyz National games in Song-Kul is 200 USD for the group
- Motorcycles available for rental in Kyrgyzstan (8 motorbikes):
- KTM 690 Enduro R Dual ABS with twin plug ignition and switchable ABS
- Non-contact ignition system with digital control of ignition timing makes the quality of ride better and reduces fuel consumption to 4.5 liters per 100 kilometers.�
- Fuel tank capacity - 12 l.
- 3 positions of motorcycle chassis set-up: comfort, standard and sport.
- Motorcycle weight - 139.5 kg
- Cover paved roads easily, with comfort and enjoy a ride along mountain serpentines and gravel roads travelling by KTM 690 Enduro R.
- Year of production: 2015
- Motorcycle rental price includes:
- • Tyres - Mitas 07�
- • КТМ rear frame (without luggage and bags)�
- • Replacement of a motorcycle (time of delivery – within 24 hours), in case of technical problems with a motorcycle�
- • Tool kit�
- • Spare tubes (front, rear)�
- • Tire pump�
- Additional options:
- • KTM waterproof bags 38 l. - $ 10 per day
- • Steering damper - $ 2 per day
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